Ffotogallery Workbook
You have:

images of the work
information on the work

You will need:
pens/pencils
Your imagination

Lets do this!

About...
As a collaborative husband and wife artistic team,
Hillerbrand+Magsamen incorporate humour, performance, photography, video and everyday objects to expand their personal
family situation into an art project about family dynamics.
Created out of cut up couches, duct-tape, boxes and pots and
pans, the artist and their children pull apart and rummage around
their home to build a spaceship.

What do you think it looks like inside?
Is it bigger on the inside? is it filled with mysterious objects?

How do you think they made it?
did they stuck it together with glue? cellotape? or maybe bubble
gum?

Do you think it works?
Is this functional as a rocketship? or can it do something else?

Have you made anything recently?
What was it? what did you make it from? what did it do? what colour was it? how big was it?

Show me…

If you could make any machine, what would you make?
would it be a time travel machine? an invisibility machine? or would it be able to transport you somewhere at
the speed of light?

Think about it…

What is it made from? What colour is it? How big is it? Does it
make a sound? Jot down a description of what it looks, smells
and feels like.

Tell me…

What would your machine be able to do?

Would it be able to do anything else?
Could it move? or fly? or open a portal to another world?

What would you name it?

Where would you keep it?
could you hide it under your bed or would you want the world
to see it? Does it need to be a physical thing or is it your mind?

Would you let others use it?
would you have your house with other people or would you
keep it a secret?

Use this page for any additional drawing or
writing

